Track Mission-Critical Assets and Equipment in the Field

Ultra-Rugged Engineering for Demanding Environments
Built to withstand heavy use in a wide variety of harsh conditions, RFD90 Ultra-Rugged UHF RFID Sleds are tested for drops up to 6 feet (1.8 meters) onto concrete surfaces and sealed against dust and water with industrial-grade IP ratings up to IP65 (spray) and IP67 (full submersion).

Industry-Leading Performance for Critical Tasks
With an impressive read rate of 1,300+ tags per second, RFD90 Sleds capture more tags in less time, enabling fast, precise inventory counts at ranges up to 75 feet (22.8 meters).* And the ultra-accurate item-finder mode enables workers to locate critical items quickly and easily.

Ergonomic Design for Comfortable Use
Superior ergonomics including a balanced design, wide handle and low center of gravity contribute to worker comfort and productivity by reducing strain from continuous use over long shifts.

Versatile Functionality for Multiple Workflows
The tri-function user-programmable trigger offers easy access to RFID reading, barcode scanning and other features appropriate to the demands of your workflows.

Flexible Connectivity for Diverse Fleets
Changeable eConnex™ adaptors and charging cradles support a variety of rugged Zebra mobile computers, while the OtterBox uniVERSE adaptor accepts popular third-party smartphones and Bluetooth® 5.3 wireless capability connects almost any Android®, iOS or Windows device.

Wireless Capability for Easy Management
Built-in Wi-Fi 6 enables remote device management even when the sled doesn’t have a mobile computer or smartphone attached, so admins can deploy firmware and configuration updates without having to touch every device.

Ideal for Government Applications
- Kitting
- Asset tracking
- Item locating
- Chain of custody
- Personnel control
- Cargo loading
- Pipeline/utility tracking

* 75-foot (22.8-meter) read range available on the extended-range RFD9090 Ultra-Rugged UHF RFID Sled.
An Ultra-Rugged RFID Sled for Government and Military Deployments

RFD90 Ultra-Rugged UHF RFID Sleds

Deploy ultra-rugged RFID capability to your handheld devices. Learn more at www.zebra.com/RFD90.
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